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Abstrat
Violent relaxation  the protoluster dynamial response to the expulsion
of its leftover star forming gas  is a short albeit ruial episode in the
evolution of star lusters and star luster systems. In this ontribution,
I survey how it inuenes the luster age distribution, the luster mass
funtion and the ratio between the luster mass and the stellar mass.
I highlight the promising potential that the study of this phase holds in
terms of deiphering star luster formation and galaxy evolution, and
(some of) the issues whih are to be dealt with before ahieving this goal.
1 Introdution
Although most stars in the loal Universe form in star lusters, the stellar
ontent of galaxies is dominated by eld stars. A thorough understanding
of the lifeyle of star lusters, speially, how and when they dissolve, is
therefore of paramount importane to translate meaningfully their observed
properties into the evolutionary history of their host galaxies.
The evolution of star lusters is dominated by two main phases: (i) violent
relaxation followed by (ii) seular evolution. Violent relaxation is the dynam-
ial response of the protoluster to the expulsion of its leftover star forming
gas triggered by massive star ativity (ionization overpressure, stellar winds,
Type II supernovae). If it survives this rst phase, the gas-free star-depleted
luster is bak into virial equilibrium within 50Myr at most. It then enters
seular evolution over whih it steadily loses stars (evaporation), owing to
the ombined eets of mass loss through stellar evolution, internal 2-body
relaxation and external tidal stripping, until its omplete dissolution (see e.g.
Meylan & Heggie 1997, Kroupa, Aarseth & Hurley 2001).
We now have a fairly mature and quantitative view of luster seular
evolution, both empirially (Boutloukos & Lamers 2003, Lamers et al. 2005)
and theoretially (Baumgardt & Makino 2003). Its duration mostly depends
on the luster mass at the onset of seular evolution (i.e. at the end of violent
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relaxation) and on the luster environment. While the external tidal eld
indued by the smooth host galaxy gravitational potential is often onsidered
as the prime driver of the evolution of a population of star lusters, other 
loal  fators suh as giant moleular louds (GMC) also play a key-role in
shortening luster lifetimes (Gieles et al. 2006). The temporal derease of the
mass of a luster through seular evolution is onveniently desribed by, e.g.,
eq. 6 in Lamers et al. (2005) whih mathes lusterN -body simulation outputs
very well and where all luster environmental eets (host galaxy tidal eld,
lose passages with GMCs, spiral arm rossing, luster orbit eentriity, ...)
are enompassed by the parameter tdis4 , an estimate of the dissolution time-
sale of a luster with a mass of 104M⊙ at the onset of seular evolution.
Modelling of luster seular evolution has proved a powerful tool to on-
strain, based on luster present-day properties, the initial harateristis of
star luster systems. That is, based on the observed age and mass distribu-
tions of star lusters in a given (region of a) galaxy, we are able to disentangle
the rates of formation and evolution of lusters whih survived their violent
relaxation (hereafter bound luster; see e.g. Parmentier & de Grijs 2008 for
a thorough disussion). This leads to the history of the bound luster forma-
tion rate (CFR) and to an estimate of the tdis4 parameter, i.e. a measure of
the bound luster dissolution rate as driven by the luster environment. It
is worth keeping in mind, however, that the tdis4 parameter must have varied
over time sine galaxies evolve, interat and merge, thereby modifying their
mean density, GMC abundane and struture. Deriving a bound CFR history
based on a single estimate of tdis4  assumed onstant over a Hubble-time 
thus remains fraught with unertainties at old ages, when a galaxy may have
been very dierent to what it is today.
The duration of seular evolution depends on the earlier violent relaxation
through luster mass losses triggered by residual star forming gas expulsion.
Due to gas expulsion, the young star luster suddenly nds itself residing
in a new shallower gravitational potential (i.e., luster stars are now moving
too quikly for the gas-free luster potential), whih entails its expansion and
the loss of a fration of its stars ("infant weight-loss") or, even, its omplete
disruption ("infant mortality").
While the rst attempts of modelling luster violent relaxation dates bak
to the eighties, with the pioneering works of Hills (1980) and Lada, Margulis
& Dearborn (1984), it is reently only that we started to realize the wide-
ranging and far-ranging impliations of this phase. Violent relaxation leaves
an imprint on the struture of both young (Bastian & Goodwin 2006) and
old star lusters (Marks, Kroupa & Baumgardt 2008), as well as on luster
system properties (e.g., their mass funtion and age distribution: Parmentier
et al. 2008, Parmentier & Fritze 2009). Besides, violent relaxation is the key
proess whih helps math two seemingly opposed paradigms: that most stars
form in a lustered mode on the one hand, while the stellar ontent of galaxies
is (by far) eld-star-dominated on the other hand. It may also ontribute to
the formation of galati strutures suh as galaxy thik diss (Kroupa 2002,
2005).
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In spite of its shortness (. 50Myr), violent relaxation is thus a ruial
phase of star luster evolution whih roots the physis of star luster formation
and evolution at an exiting border between star formation and galaxy evolu-
tion. Deiphering and understanding the observational signatures of luster
gas expulsion and violent relaxation will tell us a lot about both proesses,
full stop.
2 Ingredients of luster gas expulsion modelling
In the ourse of luster violent relaxation, the instantaneous mass of a star
luster obeys:
mcl(t) = Fb(t, ε, τGR/τcross, rh/rt)× ε×mc . (1)
In this equation, mc is the mass of the luster-progenitor gas ore, ε is the
loal star formation eieny (SFE) and Fb is the stellar mass fration of the
initially gas-embedded luster whih is still bound to the luster (i.e. whih
still resides within the instantaneous luster tidal radius).
Formally, ε is the eetive SFE (eSFE), that is, the ratio of the stellar
mass to the gas mass within the volume oupied by the stars at the moment
gas expulsion starts (Vershueren 1990, Goodwin 2008). This eSFE may be
dierent from the loal/intrinsi SFE, that is, the luster-forming ore gas
mass fration atually turned into stars. This happens if the stellar system
has evolved dynamially from the onset of star formation to gas expulsion,
e.g. when luster stars form subvirial, leading to a protoluster ollapse and,
thus, to an eSFE larger than the loal/intrinsi SFE (Goodwin 1997). In
what follows, we assume that the stars have had suient time to ome into
virial equilibrium with the gas potential (i.e. gas expulsion ours after a few
rossing times), and so the eSFE very losely mathes the loal SFE.
The bound fration Fb depends on the time t elapsed sine luster gas
expulsion, on the loal SFE ε, on the gas removal time-sale τGR/τcross (ex-
pressed in unit of a protoluster rossing-time) and on the impat of the
external tidal eld, here desribed as the ratio of the half-mass radius to the
tidal radius of the gas-embedded (i.e. not yet expanded) luster rh/rt. The
older the luster and/or the lower the SFE and/or the quiker gas expulsion
and/or the stronger the host galaxy tidal eld, the lower the bound fration
Fb. It is important to bear in mind that, in spite of its shortness, violent
relaxation is aeted by an external tidal eld. Evidene for this is provided
by Sheepmaker et al. 's (subm.) reent study of the M51 star luster system.
They nd that by an age of 10Myr, about 70% of the M51 stellar ontent
already resides in the eld. If the external tidal eld were weak, the violent
relaxation-driven sattering of stars out of lusters (i.e. beyond their tidal
radius) is expeted to start from an age of 10Myr (Parmentier & Fritze 2009,
their gs. 1 and 2). M51 shows a strong tidal eld, however, whih, by virtue
of the smaller luster tidal radii, aelerates luster dissolution within 10Myr
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Figure 1: Relations between gas expulsion time-sale τGR in unit of one pro-
toluster rossing time τcross and luster-forming ore mass mc, for 3 ore
mass-radius relations mc − rc. Figure 3 in Parmentier & Fritze (2009).
following gas expulsion, in qualitative agreement with what is observed (see
also setion 3.2 and Fig. 4).
The modelling of whole star luster systems, in vast numbers so as to
browse the parameter spae extensively, has reently been rendered doable by
the omprehensiveN -body model grid of Baumgardt & Kroupa (2007). It pro-
vides the temporal evolution of the bound fration Fb(t, ε, τGR/τcross, rh/rt)
over 1, 000 protoluster rossing-times following gas expulsion. The N -body
simulations of Baumgardt & Kroupa (2007) were performed with 20, 000
equal-mass partiles and assume that the Plummer mass density prole of
the embedded luster and of the luster-forming ore are alike, i.e. the SFE is
independent of the loation within the luster-progenitor gas ore (see Adams
2000 for an iterative analytial approah to obtain the bound fration when
the loal SFE inreases towards the luster-forming ore entre). Suh an ex-
tensive model grid allows for signiant deeper insights into the early evolution
of star luster systems, whose integrated properties (age/mass/radius distri-
bution funtions) an now be reovered by interpolating the N -body model
grid, rather than N -body modelling eah luster of eah duial luster sys-
tem. Future improvements on these results inlude systemati investigations
of the eets indued by a stellar initial mass funtion, the presene of pri-
mordial binaries, of luster primordial mass segregation and of luster density
substrutures in general (see Marks, Kroupa & Baumgardt 2008 for insights
into some of these aspets).
Albeit not onspiuous in Eq. 1, the instantaneous luster bound fration
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Fb depends on the mass mc and radius rc of the luster-forming ore, through
both the gas removal time-sale and the tidal eld. For a given luster en-
vironment, the more ompat the luster, the smaller the rh/rt ratio and
the likelihood that the expanding luster will overow its tidal radius signif-
iantly. Besides, a greater ompatness also implies a larger luster-forming
ore mass density, thereby slowing down gas expulsion and limiting in turn
luster spatial expansion and infant weight-loss (Baumgardt & Kroupa 2007).
Based on how long a supershell takes to sweep the leftover ore gas out of
the protoluster, Parmentier et al. (2008) derive an expression for the gas ex-
pulsion time-sale τGR/τcross (their eq. 6; see also Baumgardt, Kroupa & Par-
mentier 2008 for an alternative estimate of the gas expulsion time-sale based
on the amount of mehanial energy injeted into the interstellar medium
by protoluster massive stars). Figure 1 displays how τGR/τcross sales with
the ore mass mc for three dierent ore mass-radius relations mc − rc: on-
stant ore radius rc (ase a: rc = 0.7 p), onstant ore volumi density (ase
b: rc = 0.026 × (mc/1M⊙)
1/3
p) and onstant ore surfae density (ase :
rc = 0.008 × (mc/1M⊙)
1/2
p). Normalizations of these three relations are
based on g. 1 of Tan (2007) whih shows the radius, mass and surfae den-
sity of a sample of Galati protolusters (see setion 2 of Parmentier & Fritze
2009 for details). In ase a, the ore mass sequene equates with a ore mass
density sequene whih auses higher mass ores to experiene slower gas ex-
pulsion (in protoluster rossing-time units) and, therefore, to retain a larger
bound fration Fb. In ontrast, in ase of a onstant ore surfae density (ase
), the gas expulsion time-sale and the bound fration are almost insensitive
to ore mass. The nature of the ore mass-radius relation is therefore tightly
related to whether luster infant mortality is mass-dependent or not (see also
setion 3.2).
3 Gas expulsion and luster system properties
3.1 Cluster age distributions
From Eq. 1, it follows that luster infant mortality rates depend on the na-
ture of luster-forming ores  their mass-radius relation , star formation
 its eieny  and luster environment  the host galaxy. The survey of a
substantial number of young star luster systems so as to analyse the relative
inuenes from luster formation and luster environment on infant mortality
rates onstitutes a task of paramount importane.
In Parmentier & Fritze (2009), we set o to investigate the impat of the
loal SFE and of the ore mass-radius relation on the luster age distribution
in the ase of a weak tidal eld. Speially, we trae the temporal evolution
of the mass in star lusters, whih has the advantage of quantifying the impat
of both infant mortality and infant weight-loss, over their rst 100Myr (their
gs. 1 and 2). We adopt dierent Gaussian distribution funtions, G(ε¯, σǫ),
of the loal SFE and the ore mass-radius relations quoted above. We show
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that the ratio between the total mass in stars bound to the lusters (i.e. lo-
ated within luster instantaneous tidal radii) and the total mass in stars
formed in gas-embedded lusters, integrated over the age range 1-100Myr,
is a remarkably sensitive traer of the mean SFE, ε¯. This is expeted sine,
for an individual protoluster, the bound fration of stars at the end of vio-
lent relaxation is a sharply inreasing funtion of the loal SFE (see g. 1 in
Parmentier & Gilmore 2007 for the ase of a weak tidal eld). Besides, this
luster-to-star mass ratio shows only a weak dependene to ne model details
suh as the slope of the ore mass-radius relation or the standard deviation
σǫ of the assumed Gaussian SFE distribution (Table 1 in Parmentier & Fritze
2009). Our result suggests that measurements of the ux ratio from star lus-
ters relative to eld stars onstitute a promising way of probing the loal SFE
in ative star forming environments, without resorting to gas mass estimates.
Prerequisites inlude that the age range of the star luster system inludes
the post-violent-relaxation age range, i.e. [50,100℄Myr for a weak tidal eld.
Figures quoted in Table 1 of Parmentier & Fritze (2009) should not be
blindly applied to observational ases, however, as they still relie on a number
of simplifying assumptions suh as the onstany of the gas-embedded CFR
 equivalent to the SFR if most stars form in gas-embedded lusters  and a
weak tidal eld (equivalent to that in the Milky Way halo at a Galatoentri
distane of about 40 kp). While generalized versions of our Monte-Carlo-
based model an be developed straightforwardly, to estimate the strength of a
tidal eld and the reent (i.e. over the last 100Myr) time-varying SFR of an
interating galaxy may prove more hallenging. Besides, any observed luster-
to-star mass ratio is to be orreted for observational biases (e.g. detetion
limit and rowding eets). Finally, it must be kept in mind that the luster-
to-star mass ratio robustness quoted above stems from the inlusion of lusters
not yet signiantly aeted by violent relaxation (i.e. ages younger than
10Myr). Should the luster-to-star mass ratio be integrated over the age range
50-100Myr, so as to enompass violent relaxation survivors only, it would
appear muh more sensitive to the ore mass-radius relation, the slope of whih
remains debated. This is illustrated in Table 1 of this ontribution. For a mean
loal SFE of 40%, the unertainty aeting the ore mass-radius relation alone
leads to a relative unertainty of about 50% for the bound-luster-to-star mass
ratio. Following the reent nding by Bastian (2008) that galaxies form, on
the average, 8 per ent of their stars in bound lusters regardless of their
SFR, we raise the hypothesis that star formation in the present-day Universe
is haraterized by a near-universal mean SFE. I am urrently furthering this
hypothesis through the modelling of the relation between the SFR of galaxies
and the absolute visual magnitude of their brightest young luster.
Another issue of potential onern is that our model assumes that all stars
form in gas-embedded lusters. It remains ill-known whether a genuine mode
of distributed star formation exists or not. Using the best presently available
kinemati data on O-stars and young open lusters, Shilbah & Röser (2008)
bak-trae the orbits of 93 O-type eld stars and young open lusters, and nd
73 O-stars to originate from 48 open lusters younger than 30 Myr. This is a
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Table 1: Ratio between the total mass in bound lusters and the total mass
in stars integrated over the age range 50-100Myr, for various Gaussian dis-
tribution funtions G(ε¯, σε) of the loal SFE and ore mass-radius relations.
A weak tidal eld and a onstant gas-embedded CFR are assumed. Com-
pare this table to table 1 in Parmentier & Fritze (2009), where integrations
of luster and stellar masses are performed over the age range 1 to 100Myr
ε¯ = 0.25 ε¯ = 0.40
σε 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.01 0.04 0.07
rc = constant 0.03 0.04 0.09 0.35 0.35 0.38
rc ∝ m
1/3
c 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.27 0.26 0.30
rc ∝ m
1/2
c 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.21 0.23 0.29
lower limit sine the parent lusters of some eld O-stars may be dissolved by
now (see also Gvaramadze & Bomans 2008 for the origin of some eld O-stars
in lusters as evidened by bow shoks arising from their supersoni motion
through the ambient interstellar medium). Shilbah & Röser 's (2008) result
thus shows that most eld O-stars form in lusters rather than in isolation.
That star lusters may be surrounded by a more diuse mode of star formation
is to be expeted however, sine luster winds may trigger the formation of
new stars in the ompressed shell of gas they have swept away (Parmentier
2004), but the limited mass of gas in eah fragment formed along the shell
periphery may prevent the formation of massive stars there. This diuse mode
may, however, onstitute small Taurus-Auriga-like groups or "lusters" of T
Tauri stars. Aording to Lada & Lada (2003), in the Galati dis, about
70-90% of stars form in open lusters. In Parmentier & Fritze (2009), we
demonstrate that a diuse mode of star formation, whih aounts for 10-
30% of all star formation, does not aet signiantly the loal SFE estimate
one would retrieve from the observed luster-to-star mass ratio, in essene
beause of the sharp inrease of the bound fration with the loal SFE.
3.2 Cluster mass funtions
That the luster mass funtion (CMF) may retain an imprint of gas expulsion
physis was rst suggested by Kroupa & Boily (2002). Their model builds
expliitely on the hypothesis that luster-forming ores have the same radius,
irrespetive of their mass. Assuming a unique loal SFE of about 30%, they
show that a power-law ore mass funtion evolves into a bell-shaped CMF,
when onsidering lusters whose violent relaxation is over.
Building on the N -body model grid of Baumgardt & Kroupa (2007), Par-
mentier et al. (2008) revisit the issue, exploring the parameter spae of the
SFE distribution funtion and of the ore mass-radius relation. The essene
of our results is highlighted in Fig. 3.
(a) Constant (i.e. mass-independent) ore radius: assuming that luster-
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Figure 2: Mass fration Fbound of stars remaining bound to the luster at the
end of violent relaxation in ase of a weak tidal eld (i.e. at a luster age of
≃ 50Myr). Fbound varies with the loal SFE ε and with the ratio between the
gas removal time-sale τGR and the ore rossing-time τcross. The top and
bottom x-axes math is provided by eq. 6 in Parmentier et al. (2008). Figure
1 in Parmentier et al. (2008)
forming ore mass funtions are featureless power-laws, bell-shaped CMFs
arise when the mean loal SFE is smaller than 25%. In ontrast, SFE & 40%
preserve the power-law shape while intermediate values (say, SFE ≃ 30%)
result in CMFs atter than the ore mass funtion (see also Baumgardt et
al. 2008). The turnover or the attening of the CMF ompared to that of ores
results from the deeper gravitational potential of larger mass ores ausing
them to experiene slower gas expulsion (in units of the protoluster rossing
time) and, thus, to retain a higher bound fration Fbound of stars at the end
of violent relaxation (see Fig. 2). When the loal SFE is large (say, 40% or
larger), however, the dependene of Fbound on the ore mass mc is not sensi-
tive enough to alter the shape of the relaxed CMF.
(b) The ore radius rc is an inreasing funtion of mc (rc ∝ m
1/2
c ): the
gas removal time-sale dependene on mc weakens (see eq. 6 in Parmentier
et al. 2008) and so does the dependene of the bound fration on the ore
mass. Consequently, the power-law ore mass funtion evolves into a power-
law CMF of similar slope. One may be puzzled by the presene in Fig. 3 of a
CMF when ε = 20% (dashed line with open irles), sine Table 1 quotes a
null bound-luster-to-star mass ratio in suh a ase. The dierene between
Table 1 and Fig. 3 resides in the normalization of the ore mass-radius rela-
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Figure 3: Impat of mean SFE and of ore mass-radius relation on the shape
of the CMF when violent relaxation is over, i.e. at an age of 50Myr ("CMF50")
for a weak tidal eld as assumed here. The standard deviation of the SFE
Gaussian distribution is σε = 0.03. Note that the normalization of the ore
mass-radius relation matters too. Adapted from Parmentier et al. (2008)
tion: rc[pc] = 0.008(mc/M⊙)
1/2
and rc[pc] = 0.001(mc/M⊙)
1/2
, respetively.
That is, the ore density is higher in the (ε = 20%, rc ∝ m
1/2
c ) ase of Fig. 3
than in Table 1, whih slows down gas expulsion and inreases the surviv-
ability of gas-embedded lusters. This example demonstrates that, not only
does the slope of the ore mass-radius relation matter, its normalization also
inuenes the outome of violent relaxation.
Observed young CMFs have so far been reported to be power-laws, al-
though CMF slopes vary (from −1.8 to −2.4 ) from one study to another
(see also Larsen 2009 for evidene for a Sheter mass funtion with an
environmentally-dependent ut-o mass). Based on modelling results de-
sribed above, it is interesting to note that, if ore radii are onstant, the
absene of substrutures in  so far  observed CMFs may tell us something
about the loal SFE, a point disussed in the next setion.
A power-law young CMF is at variane with the observed old globular
CMF, sine seular evolution, whih leads to the preferential removal of low-
mass lusters, may prove unable to evolve a power-law CMF in a Gaussian
CMF with a turnover at a luster mass of 2 × 105M⊙ within a Hubble-time
(Parmentier & Gilmore 2005, Vesperini et al. 2003; but see Jordan et al. 2007
for an alternative point of view). Speial onditions, whih may be spei
to the protogalati era, have therefore been invoked suh as a harateristi
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protoglobular loud mass of ≃ 106M⊙, subsequently turned into the universal
globular CMF by violent relaxation (Parmentier & Gilmore 2007), or a SFE
of 25% whih attens the relaxed CMF (i.e. violent relaxation alone already
removes a substantial relative fration of low-mass lusters; Baumgardt et
al. 2008). Deep (say, down to a few 103M⊙) intermediate-age (12Gyr) CMFs
should help settle this puzzling and enduring issue.
Finally, it is worth keeping in mind that model and observed CMFs must
be ompared meaningfully, i.e. at the same evolutionary stage. If ore radii
are onstant, that the CMF shape bears lues about the loal SFE is true only
for lusters whih have ompleted their violent relaxation. It is therefore of
paramount importane to build observed CMFs at that evolutionary stage. If
the observed CMF enompasses all lusters, inluding the very young ones still
mildly aeted by infant weight-loss/mortality, the power-law gas-embedded
CMF (i.e. the distribution of lusters with masses ε×mc, whih mirrors the
ore mass funtion if the SFE is ore-mass independent) "ontaminates" the
relaxed CMF, whih may oneal substrutures in the latter, espeially in
star luster systems with high infant mortality rates. Estimates of the age of
relaxed lusters are often quoted in the range 3050Myr. This is appropriate
only for a weak tidal eld, however. Beause the tidal radius of star lusters is
smaller in stronger tidal elds (for a given luster mass), unbound stars reah
the luster tidal boundary within a shorter time span. To dene the end
of luster violent relaxation is not that straightforward as it depends on the
tidal eld strength and is, therefore, environment-dependent. This point is
illustrated in Fig. 4 whih shows the temporal evolution of the instantaneous
bound fration of stars for dierent ratios rh/rt between the half-mass radius
and the tidal radius of gas-embedded lusters when ε = 40% and gas expulsion
proeeds explosively (i.e. τGR << τcross). All urves are extrated from
the N -body model grid of Baumgardt & Kroupa (2007). The omplexity of
estimating luster violent relaxation duration is now learly highlighted as it
depends on the luster mass and the external tidal eld through rt, and on the
assumed ore mass-radius relation through rh. Besides, note that the hoie
of the ore mass-radius relation also aets the onversion of N -body time
units into physial time units. Simulations enompassing various tidal eld
strengths will be presented in forthoming papers.
4 Importane of the ore mass-radius relation
4.1 An interesting onundrum
The exat nature of the ore mass-radius relation has kept going through
an enduring risis. Virialised gas ores are expeted to show a strong mass-
radius relation saling as rc ∝ m
1/2
c (e.g. Harris & Pudritz 1994). The mass-
radius relation of young lusters is therefore expeted to display the same
trend, albeit with muh satter sine age and loal SFE luster-to-luster
variations give rise to dierent degrees of luster expansion. An interesting
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Figure 4: Temporal evolution of the bound fration of stars in ase of 40% SFE
and instantaneous gas expulsion. The dierent lines orrespond to diferent
half-mass radius to tidal radius ratios of the gas-embedded luster
onsequene of this assumption is that the gas removal time-sale τGR/τcross,
thus the bound fration Fb, are pratially ore-mass independent (ase  in
Fig. 1), leading to mass-independent infant mortality rates, as observed thus
far (e.g. Bastian et al. 2005). Yet, a sound observational fat is that star
lusters  both young lusters and old globulars  show no lear-ut mass-
radius relation, i.e. rcluster ∝ m
0−0.1
cluster (e.g. Larsen 2004). Kroupa (2005)
therefore proposed that, ontrary to theoretial expetations, luster-forming-
ores are haraterized by a onstant radius over their entire mass range.
This aounts naturally for the observed luster radius onstany (albeit with
muh satter), but may seem at variane with luster-mass-independent infant
mortality rates inferred so far sine high-mass gas-embedded lusters have
then a higher likelihood of survival.
In the frame of the rc ∝ m
1/2
c hypothesis, Ashman & Zepf (2001) proposed
that lower mass ores are haraterized by smaller loal SFEs than high mass
ones, ausing them to ahieve, following gas expulsion, greater spatial expan-
sion than high mass ores. As a result, the initial ore mass-radius relation
is wiped out and the CMF gets atter over the ourse of violent relaxation
2
.
Although their attened CMF remains reasonably ompatible with observed
CMF slopes, the amount of CMF attening they obtained is likely underes-
2
Although the attening eet on the CMF is similar to what has been found by Parmen-
tier et al. (2008), its origin diers. In Ashman & Zepf (2001), it is due to higher mass-ores
having higher loal SFEs, while in Parmentier et al. (2008), it results from higher mass
ores experiening slower gas-expulsion.
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Figure 5: From the observed age distribution of star lusters to the SFR of a
galaxy. Modelling of seular evolution allows to reover the bound CFR. Vi-
olent relaxation modelling may enable us to infer one step further the history
of star luster formation and to derive the formation rate of gas-embedded
lusters. Observed age-distribution and bound CFR histories are those of the
Large Magellani Cloud. Adapted from Parmentier & de Grijs 2008
timated as their model does not aount for luster infant weight-loss (i.e.
Fbound = 1 in their model). Whether the loal SFE atually inreases with or
is independent of ore mass is observationally poorly-known sine loal SFEs
have been estimated for a handful only of nearby Galati gas-embedded lus-
ters (Lada & Lada 2003). As for the rc = constant hypothesis, the observed
mass-independent infant mortality rate of star lusters an be aommodated
provided a high enough loal SFE, say, &35%. In this ase, the bound fration
Fbound depends weakly only on the ore mass mc (Fig. 2) and a power-law
ore mass funtion evolves into a relaxed CMF of similar slope (Fig. 3).
Studying the luster mass-radius relation as a funtion of age is probably
an instrutive exerie to perform. Note that this task brings us bak to
dening the duration of luster violent relaxation (see setion 3.2). The advent
of ALMA will undoubtedly settle the ore mass-radius relation issue. Till
then, the observed properties of young lusters oupled to violent relaxation
modelling remain our best proxy to the properties of dense luster-forming
ores of extragalati GMCs.
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4.2 Cluster observables as probes to galaxy evolution
and star formation
As was already disussed in Setion 3.2, the shape of the CMF at the end
of violent relaxation onstitutes a valuable indiator of the mean loal SFE
only if ore radii are mass-independent. Another luster observable aeted
by the slope of the ore mass-radius relation is the bound-luster-to-star mass
ratio (setion 3.1 and Table 1), that is, the ratio betwen the total mass in
lusters at the end of violent relaxation and the total mass in stars formed in
the same star formation episode. If the ore mass-radius relation were known,
one ould, for a galaxy whose eld stars an be resolved and age-dated, infer
the history of the bound-luster-to-star mass ratio and, in turn, information
about luster violent relaxation over galaxy evolution, suh as the history of
the mean loal SFE. Note that the history of the host galaxy tidal eld should
be known (or assumed) too. Conversely, the bound-luster-to-star mass ra-
tio has the potential of traing the SFR history of galaxies (Mashberger &
Kroupa 2007). As quoted in the introdution, seular evolution modelling 
oupled with orretion of fading eets  allows us to lookbak in time and
to infer, from the observed luster age distribution, the age distribution of
lusters at the onset of seular evolution, i.e. the age distribution of lus-
ters whih emerged bound from their violent relaxation. A rm grasp on
violent relaxation would allow us to go one step further and to infer, from
the reovered bound luster age distribution, the formation rate history of
gas-embedded lusters, that is, to orret the bound CFR for the disruption
of some of the gas-embedded lusters and infant weight-loss of the survivors.
Note that if most stars form in lusters, the gas-embedded CFR pratially
equates with the overall SFR. This onept is illustrated in Fig. 5, where the
observed luster age distribution and the bound CFR history of the Large
Magellani Cloud are taken from Parmentier & de Grijs (2008). A related
issue is the existene of gaps in the observed age distribution of star lusters,
e.g. in the Large Magellani Cloud over the age range 3-10Gyr. Is it due to
a low loal SFE preventing any gas-embedded lusters from surviving their
violent relaxation? Or does it arise from a low SFR leading to the forma-
tion of low-mass lusters only (Weidner, Kroupa & Larsen 2004) whih have
seularly dissolved by now ?
5 Conlusions
Cluster gas expulsion and violent relaxation are omplex proesses of whih
we have only started unravelling the various faets. They are inuened by
star formation (through the loal SFE), the nature of luster-forming ores
(through the ore mass-radius relation, both its slope and its normalization)
and the environment, via the external tidal eld. Besides, the external pres-
sure must inuene the degree of ompression of luster-forming ores and,
therefore, the gas expulsion time-sale. The outome of violent relaxation is
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a substantial fration of stars, initially ontained in gas-embedded lusters,
sattered into the eld. Violent relaxation is therefore the link between star
formation and the evolution of galaxies, most notably their star formation his-
tories. Signiant leaps forward have been ahieved over the past few years.
Yet, many questions remain unanswered, espeially in terms of protoluster
initial onditions. Do star lusters form in virial equilibrium with their gas
reservoir ore ? Is there a relation between ore mass and loal SFE, or
environment and loal SFE ? What is the slope of the luster-forming ore
mass-radius relation ? In this respet, it should be noted that the relation of
relevane here is that of gas-embedded lusters at the onset of gas expulsion.
Whether a gas-embedded luster dynamially evolves from star formation to
gas expulsion and whether this aets the slope of the mass-radius relation
are questions beyond the sope of the present disussion.
How quikly gas is expelled requires muh deeper attention too sine, in
the highly dense protoluster environment, a fration of the stellar wind/SNII
energy is likely to be lost through stellar wind/shok wave ollisions.
Model testing requires omparison with observations. In view of that,
modelling of physial proesses and observational biases is required. For a
luster experiening violent relaxation, how well an we distinguish the bound
ore of stars from the expanding halo of unbound ones ? Is the instantaneous
bound mass of a luster as given by Eq. 1 a reliable math to a young luster
luminous mass estimate as obtained by an observer ? Whih fration of the
expanding luster outskirts remains onealed by the bakground of its host
galaxy ? Muh remains to be explored and explained, whih will be ahieved
only via a tight ollaboration between observers and modellers.
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